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Currents in
Greek Shipping
he Greek benef1c1ally
owned fleet is the
largest m the world
Accord1ng to data prepared
for Lloyd s Register of
Shipping there were. in
March 1994, 3,019 vessels
owned by Greek interests totalling 66.3m gross registered tons (grt) or 120.7m
deadwe1ght tons (dwt). This
means that. measured according to deadweight,
Greek Interests own 16 per
cent of the world fleet. or
one 1n every 6 tons of cargo
carrying capac1ty
About a third of the ships
fly the Greek flag. These Include many of the larger
vessels since the Greek flag

is flown on nearly half the
deadweight tonnage.
Greek shipping is at a
crux. There has been a prolonged slump in fre1ght
rates. The Greek fleet IS aging . There 1s a plethora of
new international standards
legislatiOn which between
now and the turn of the century is gomg to force the
scrapping of many older
sh1ps, particularly tankers.
Owners are aware of the
need to refurbish and renew
the1r fleets but, because of
the high cost of financing
and low charter rates. many
have opted to work out their
existmg vessels unt il the
market turns.
..,..
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ome of the more financially
healthy companies have already embarked on fleet renewal. Yards in former communist
countries, capable of high quality
workmanship but starved for cash,
are offering newbuildings at attractive
prices. Innovative means of financing
are being evolved. The specialist
shipping magazine Naftiliaki estimates that since the beginning of the
decade Greek interests have spent
some $5 bn in the second hand market and $5.5 bn on newbuildings. It
claims that, of this, current commitments, including options, total 98
vessels of 5.63 mn deadweight tons
worth $3.6 bn.
If the international economy pulls
out of its slump over the next couple
of years, those who have already begun to upgrade Wlll be well placed to
capitalise. If recovery is delayed,

S

-

In the early 1980s
shipping earnings covered nearly half the
Greek trade deficit in
goods and services
6
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MERCHANT FLEETS OF THE WORLD
(In Millions GRT)

WORLD

445,2

O .E .C .D
1 10,8

E.C
54,8

GREECE

25,7

Source: Union of Greek Shipowners, Annual Report 1992-93

then they will have to dig deep into
reserves to finance the losses currently being made by some of the
new vessels. The key question, as always with shipping, is timing.

When the tide turns, there could be
an explosion of buying. The Greek
shipping community is worth in excess of $50 bn, equivalent to roughly
two-thirds of total Greek GOP in 1993.
The fixed asset value of the fleet is
variously estimated at between $1015 bn, property holdmgs at around
$ 5 bn and liquid reserves at between
$40-45 bn. Debts total just $5.5 bn.
However, shipping earnings, which
in the early 1980s covered nearly half
the Greek trade deficit in goods and
services, in 1993 covered just 16.1
per cent. Partly this reflects the increase in the size of the trade deficitremittances have been rising in nominal terms - but also it reflects the decline in the size of the Greek flag fleet
which has more than halved since its
peak year of 1981 when there were
4,749 vessels of 54.3m grt. It is also a
result of the lower freight rates, the reduction in the number of total crew on
board modern automated vessels
and the increase in the number of foreign crew. Frequent labour problems
at Piraeus port and repair facilities
and a bureaucratic attitude adopted
by the local Greek authorities have
also not helped to persuade owners
to repair or supply more of their ships
in Greek ports.

Greek merchant fleet and its contribution to the external account
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"of trade
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services

a Vessels of a.1 ,000 grt. The f9ns tn 1hose preptnd by Or. N E. Mikelis of Lyras Bros Ltd • on the basis of stabStics compiled. by lloyd s RegiSier of
Shipping far the nuJI Mlm1 JOin! meeting of 1toe U1ion of Greek shipowners and the london - based Greek Shtpp.ng ~ation Committee

Extensive tax breaks
he structure of Greek shipping IS
highly complex. It remains dominated by family interests. There has
been a gradual drift to more arms-

T

Akti Miaouli:
The centre
of Greek maritime
actiuity (Photo credit:
Union of Greek
Shipowners)
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length corporate structures dunng the
past 30 years but fundamentally it is a
hands-on operation 1n which the owners are the main practitioners.

For tax and other reasons beneficial
ownership is often vested in a complex
web of intermediate companies and,
even then, it is unusual for the ultimate
distnbution of shareholdings to be disclosed.
Most vessels are owned by "oneship companies". This compartmentalises fleet owners' assets and prevents the aggregate from becoming liable to claims. The management companieS are usually based in Libena
which has a compan1es' act designed
for US offshore companies. It provides
for bearer shares and nominal accounts and the legal regime IS not
heavily regulated The offshore companies do not pay corporation tax and
earn1ngs in other countnes are exempt
from tax because of a complex web of

•.

-

double taxation treaties. Other offshore centres used include Panama
and Cyprus.
Shipping fleets are handled by
management companies which proVIde services such as chartering, operations, sh1p maintenance, crewing.
technical support, shipyard supervision. msurance and related services
to the owners at cost. In some instances there are separate companies to prov1de financial management
services
These compames can be based
anywhere in the world but, as communications improve, Increasingly are
based in P1raeus. They are incorporated as offshore companies and are
not taxed on overseas earnings. Proceeds from a ship's sale or the Insurance payment for a casualty are also
exempt. Law 89/67 is the basic offshore legislation and Law 378/68 relates to the establishment of sh1p
management companies. All expenses whatsoever of law 89/67 are payable in foreign exchange 1nclud1ng repairs of ships at Greek ports and supplies delivered to ships at Greek
ports.
Fore1gn shipping companies engaged in ship management, ship operation, chartering, 1nsurance. average adjustment brokerage services
for vessels of over 500 grt and representation of such companies are allowed to establish in Greece under
Law 814/78 and also benefit from the
offshore companies' tax pnvileges.
Ships managed by the above
compan1es may fly any flag
In 1953, the Papagos goverment
Peter Tudball:
~~~!~~.~:.~~.'!!~..~~~~~.~~~....... .
8as1ca/ly. 1t IS a tax free business. and that has accounted
for the rap1d growth in Greek
fleets Greek owners can remvesl because a large part of
thelf prof1ts IS untaxed •

Introduced preferential treatment for
vessels prepared to fly the Greek flag.
The investment incentives law
(Legislative Decree 2687/53) gave
extensive pnvileges to companies

10
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owning vessels of over 1,500 grt,
allowing them to hire fore1gn
executives and to keep accounts in
fore ign currency; to buy and sell
ships freely; to administer freely their
earn1ngs from shipp1ng activity, Ship

Committee is supposed to be able to
permit the1r be1ng traded in a foreign
currency. But the Presidential Decree
permitting th1s has not yet been
promulgated. The omission has
created confusion for ferry operators

TAXATION RATES FOR GREEK FLAG VESSELS

Source MiniSIJ'y of Merchart Marile and Doflg Bualnasa 11 Gnllce Pllce ~ 111112

sales. or insurance claims; and to
pay reduced sums to the Retired
Seamen's Fund (NAT) Tax was
applied on a mixed basis at 2 per
cent on s1ngle voyages and 4 per
cent on time charters Th1s led to
many disputes and in 1963, the
Centre Union government mtroduced
the not1on of an annual tonnage tax.
In 1979, a further effort was made
to attract vessels to the Greek flag by
creat1ng an onshore company w1th
the characteristics of an offshore
company, the so-called maritime
company or Naftiki Etatria (NE) (Law
959/79). Companies mcorporated
under th1s law enJOY all the benefits of
LD 2687/53 plus lax establishment
cnteria There must be at least two
founders and a minimum capital of
Dr 300 000# or the equivalent 1n
dollars ($1 ,215) or sterling (£816) -and 1t does not have to create
reserves or distnbute dividends as
does an 1ndustrial company.
Follow1ng amendments 1n capital
market legislation (Law 1892/90), the
shares of an NE are supposed to be
able to be listed on the Athens Stock
Exchange and the Capital Market

who have recently sought listings on
the Exchange.
The 120 London Greek shipping
companies -which include some of
the lead1ng names in the businesslegally are styled as shipbrokers and
operate under agency agreements
w1th the management companies.
They earn brokerage fees and commissions on sh1ps sales and are subject to UK corporation tax on their
earnings. The1r managers, again Including representatives of many of
the major families in the busmess, are
pa1d salaries which are taxed at UK
rates of income tax.
But Inland Revenue accepts that
these Individuals, are non-domiciled
and therefore not liable for tax on the1r
worldwide earn1ngs In 1992, it indicated an mtention to change this and
to assess tax on world-wide earnings
and assets. But that has. for the lime
be1ng, been deflected. The very substantial contribution over many
decades by Greek owned shipping
companies based 1n London and
Greece for that matter. to the invisible
earn1ngs of the UK (Lloyd's, legal services, shipbrokers etc) has not gone

unnoticed by both Conservative and
Labour governments.
The earnings of a vessel are taxed
in 1ts country of registration. Open registry countnes such as Liberia and
Panama do not tax earnings but
charge an annual fee based on tonnage. Greece also charges tax according to tonnage. The scale for
ocean going merchant vessels over
500 grt and for all passenger vessels
carrying out voyages abroad was introduced under Law 27/1975. Tax IS
calculated according to a coefficient
related to age multiplied by a rate related to the size of the vessel. The coefficient related to age has been gradually 1ncreased over the years.

For vessels registered under the
Greek flag prior to Apnl 22, 1975, the
coefficients related to age are higher.
There are also special exemptions for
Greek built vessels and vessels over
20 years of age refurbished in Greek
yards and pa1d for in foreign exchange.
In 1990, the New Democracy government in an effort to attract more
large vessels to the Greek register. cut
the total tax paid by ships in the
40,0001 - 80,000 range by 50 per cent
and 1n the 80,001 plus category by 75
per cent. It also made resupplying in
Greek ports. except for bunkers and
lubes, tax free.

Thus, a 12 year old 65,000 grt Panamax registered under the Greek flag
would pay {65.000 x 1.636 x 0.9) - 50
per cent or $47,853 in tax. Th1s must
be paid regardless of whether the
vessel makes a profit or not but. in a
good trading year, it is a nominal sum.
That said, Greek sh1pping enjoys
no state subs1d1es or loan guarantees
as are available in some competitor
countries.
"Basically, it IS a tax free bus1ness.'
says Peter Tudball, cha1rman of the
Baltic Exchange ·and that has accounted for the rap1d growth 1n Greek
fleets. Greek owners can re1nvest because a large part of their profits is
untaxed."

Flying the flag
he Greek flag is flown by 36 per
cent of the beneficially owned
fleet. 1,093 vessels of 54 5 mn dwt as
of March 1, 1994. This makes it by far
the most popular flag among Greek
owners.
For a vessel to be registered 11 must
be maJority owned by Greek interests.
The Ministry has authorised the Union
of Greek Shipowners to vet th1s which
means that the state authorities do not
need to know who are the beneficial
owners.The flag law {Legislative Decree 187/73) requ1res the use of Greek
crew but has been modified tw1ce so
that smce 1986 up to 40 per cent of a
vessel's statutory complement may be
foreigners paid at rates applicable in
their country of origin. As the mandatory complements relate only to specialised functions and are small relative to the actual number of seamen

T

John Hadjipateras:
Chairman, Greek Shipping Cooperation Committee

"The Greek flag IS very dear
The tax arrangement was alnght
wnen we operated small sh1ps
but as they have got b1gger 11
has become very expens1ve.
Then there IS the quest1on of
dues. msurance premwms tor
crews. etc •
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LEADING GREEK SHIPOWNERS BY TONNAGE 1993
Ship(Mner

1. G.P. Livanos
2. latSIS

ctM

6,505,606
3,625.630
3,480,904
3,467,630
3.081 ,701
2,983,654
2,655,778
8. G.S. L1vanos
2,547.826
9. Ziss1matos
2,194,950
10.0nassis
2,163.097
2,121,185
11.Tsakos
12.Frangistas
2.018,360
13.Thenamans
1.896,382
14.Ath Martinos
1,788,976
15 Kollakis
1,781 .256
16.P. Goulandris & Sons 1,747,649
1,626.525
1,520,602
19.G. Panayiotopoulos
1.500,977
20.Frangos1Moundreas 1468,720

No of

Tradtional/

stips

Non-traditional

109
85
25
25

50

18
87
20
34
9
49
31
20
15
25
20
19
42

T
NT

NT
NT

NT
NT

NT
NT

T
NT

T
NT

NT

Scuc:e NBIIJiiaki Seplember 1993 llf1d Gtesk Shipping. Centre far lnlemalional ECOilOITIICS and
Shipping Bergen 1993

employed, 11 means that many medium sized vessels are officered by
Greeks but crewed entirely by foreigners.
But even this arrangement is not
flexible enough for many owners, particularly of larger vessels. and the balance of the fleet sails under open reg-

istry flags which allow more flexible
crew composition. The most popular
flags of convenience are Cyprus (745
vessels), Malta (380), Panama (359)
and Liberia (183).
"The Greek flag is very dear," says
John A. Hadjipateras, chairman of the
Greek Shipping Co-operation Commit-

tee in London. "The tax arrangement
was alright when we operated small
ships but as they have got bigger it
has become very expensive. Then
there is the quest1on of dues, insurance premiums for crews, etc."

Quickening pace of change
he past three decades have seen
profound changes in global
shipping practices. Histoncally, companies owned large fleets With crews
dedicated to a single vessel. There
were strong bonds of loyalty between
company, crew and ship. Tramp
trades frequently Involved long time

T

-

Tankers haue grown
increasingly in size
and since the mid
1970s there have been
vessels in operolion capable of carrying up ta
halfa millron tons
14
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charters which generated strong profits which could be used to finance
newbuildings.
Since the oil price hikes, the majors
have been selling off their dedicated
fleets and chartenng from the spot
market. There has been 1ntensive
downward pressure on rates which

has meant tanker owners keep1ng on
amortised. older vessels in order to
be able to bid competitively
Rapid technological development
has meant increasing vessel specialisation. The dry cargo sector has
been transformed by the growth of
contamensallon on long haul liner
routes and of roll-on/roll-off (ro-ro)
traffic on shorter routes. Tankers have
grown 1ncreas1ngly 1n s1ze and since
the mid-1970s there have been vessels 1n operation capable of carrying
cargoes of up to half a mill1on tons.
This has led to changes in ports
with a dnft away from nver docks to
large coastal container terminals and
offshore load1ng/discharg1ng buoys
for liquid cargoes Crews have had to
become ever more technologically
sophisticated and have had to spend
increas1ng amounts of time on board
as turn round limes diminished.
Automation has meant a rapid rundown in the size of crews. A 1985.
EC study showed, e.g , that in 1960,
the fleets of the then 10 member
states (not including Spa1n and Portugal) totalled 48 mn grt and employed
376.000 seafarers By 1980, the fleet
size had grown to 111 mn grt but the
number of seafarers employed had
fallen to 254,000 of whom some 20
per cent were third country nationals.
In 1992, according to data provided by the European Community
Shipowners' Associations (ECSA).
sh1ps flymg EC flags totalled only
55.7 mn grt with a decline 1n the number of seafarers to 121 ,255 EC nationals and 23,087 non-nationals.
Greece had some 25,000 nationals
and 6,150 non-nationals aboard
shps under its flag.

The vice pres1dent of the Union of Greek
Shipowners and president elect of the European Communtty Shipowners' Association, speaks about the importance of the
free trade and the need for umformity of
regulations regardmg /he operation of
ships.

John C. Lyras:

-

"Greeks are cross-traders. We live or die
to the extent that trade rema1ns open and
there is a liberal regime in trade and transport. We are very much concerned whether we are going towards liberalism or
whether we are going towards proteclionism. In that respect we are diehard liberalISts and we pursue this wherever we can.
The recent GATI round was very important to us. Most people didn't understand
that we wanted shippmg excluded not because we're not in favour of liberalising
trade but because we felt that shipp1ng IS
already more liberal than what the GATI
reg1me might have looked hke at the end
of the day So we feared an encroachment
of less l1beral reg1mes as a result of GAn
than what already prevailed n shipping.
Given that we now seem to have three
blocs, the Pac1hc area. NAFTA and Europe, we want to ensure that this doesn't

Figures for the employment on
board beneficially owned tonnage are
not available and much of this decline
is due to flagging out. Nevertheless,
the f1gures above are indicative of the
cutback in crew complements.
There is a worldwide mann1ng ensis brewing Accord1ng to the International Shipping Federation the Industry should be producing 35,000 new

The port of Pireau.'<
(Photo credit: Union of
Greek Shipowners)
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become enclosed We are 1n favour of the
flow of goods be1ng ma1ntained throughout. That's one of our major policy objectives, a standard pursuit
The other one IS un1formity of regulations regarding the operation of ships. We
don't want the fragmenllon of regulatory
reg1mes so that each country e1ther goes it
alone or provides reg1onal requirements.
Shipp1ng can't operate like that, especially
our kind of sh1pping We don't trade
between Greece and the UK and therefore
have no concern about what regulations
say Nigeria is producing. We expect to
trade anywhere in the world and therefore
we want to know that 1f we are complying
with European regulations then we are automatically complymg with Japanese regulations. Australian or wherever.
The Greek flag is doing well. Tonnage is
1ncreas1ng We are the only Commun1ty
register wh1ch is do1ng that. Our industry
1s a dynam1c force and it is a Community
force and that 1s something that we feel
the Commun1ty hasn't appreciated to the
extent that 11 should. I th1nk that the Greek
sh1pp1ng industry will maintain its presence
and will adapt to the new reqwrements
and regulat1ons successfully".

officers each year. roughly one cadet
for each vessel afloat. Currently, however. there are only some 20.000 new
officers completing tra1ning each year
and by the end of the century there is
expected to be a serious shortage.
The same holds true for crews. The
life of the techno-seaman is little different from that of h1s industrial counterpart ashore except that he cannot

take t1me off of an evening to be with
his family. The compensation of exotic shore leave is Increasingly curtailed by the new port locations and
loading and unloading techniques
which keep h1m on board the vessel
while in harbour. Money increasingly
has replaced the romance of the sea
and since the early 1980s Greek
crews have managed to command
rates close to par w1th those 1n northern European countries and 11 is now
diff1cult to find full Greek crews.
Companies with t1ght profit margins increasingly have flagged out to
open reg1stries wh1ch permit the hiring of foreign crews at local rates of
pay Popular sources are the Philippines. Sri Lanka, Bangladesh, India,
Russia and Ukraine. The cost of a Filipino crew is about 40 per cent of a
Greek one, a vital factor 1n the tightmargmed tramp trades.
The mixture of cultures and languages creates onboard communica-

t1ons problems. Masters know less
about Individual crewmen. In a crisis,
one commentator has remarked.
everyone panics in his native language.
Improved ship to shore communications by satellite have increased
safety but the ease of contact has
also given land based managers
greater access to ships. This has
promoted the use of ship management companies and changed the
traditional relationship between captains and owners ashore. Captains
who used to exercise a great deal of
autonomy on behalf of a ship's owner
who, in the Greek case, frequently
was a relative, increasingly have become answerable to faceless corporations.
According to the International Maritime Organisation (IMO) the average
shipowner's fleet today consists of
just 1.7 ships. The average age of the
world fleet has grown by 5.5 months
per year since 1980 until today it
stands at 15.8. The Greek average is
18.7 years.
Age is not a suffiCient critenon by
which to judge a vessel if it was built
to high standards and has been oper'·

-

ated and ma1ntained in accordance
with international regulations. There
is. however, a correlation between
age and accidents with more than 65
per cent of all accidents relating to
ships of over 16 years of age.
This combination of factors aging
and fragmentation of fleets, increased
use of flags of convenience with lax
inspection standards and the mongrelisatJon of crews has caused the
international community to introduce
a rash of regulations des1gned to promote safety and prevent pollution.
The International Mantime OrganIsation has adopted more than 40
treaties since its inception in 1959. In
1982, 15 European na!Jons signed the
so-called Paris Memorandum of
Understanding on Port State Control
of Vessels (MOU).
Since the mJd-1980s the European
Community has been seeking to
evolve an integrated shipping policy
including a European register and a
common safety policy. In 1990, the
United States Introduced its Oil Pollution Act providing for Virtually unlimited
liability for vessels involved in accidents caused by negligence in its waters.

The International Ship Managers'
Associalion has been pursuing a management assessment process called
Quality Assurance. Leading classification societies, the organisa!Jons which
effectively licence vessel des1gns and
the construction standards of individual ships, offer similar ratings The societies have tried to weed out less rigorous socie!Jes by forming the lntemational Association of Classification Societies (lACS) with membership limited
to companies employing the highest
standards.
Marine hull underwriters and P&l
(protection and indemnity) clubs in
which shipowners band together to
proVJde third party insurance cover are
becoming ever more demanding in
their survey standards. The number of
port inspections is increasing at a rate
which some owners believe to be dangerous as inspectors must be accompanied by senior crew who should be
attending to the v1tal task of loading.
With Increasing pressures on turn
round times. some owners feel the incessant attention to details about ship
standards can lead to oversights in
good opera!Jng procedures and actually create dangers to ships.

International Maritime Organisation
he London-based International
Maritime Organisation is a United
Nations agency which un1tes 148 nations. It consists of an Assembly which
meets every two years and a Council
which meets twice a year and has four
maJor standing committees which deal
with the preparation of draft conventions. Its treaties do not take effect until they have been ratified by a large
number of countries, representing a
substantial proportion of the world
fleet. The 1dea is to give them maximum application so that they do not
just apply to a small number of ships
operallng to and from selected countnes. This universality is the IMO's
greatest strength.
IMO's most 1mportant convention is
the Safety of Life at Sea (SOLAS)
which was first adopted in 1974. It re-

T
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quires the government of the country
in which a vessel is registered to survey vessels and to issue certificates
that they comply with specified standards of construcllon, and equipment
for communications and safety. SOLAS requires the flag states to undertake investigations whenever a casualty is reported.
Its other most Important convention
concerns Marine Pollution and is
known as MARPOL 73/78, from the
dates of its inception and modification.
It requires discharges of 011and other
harmful substances to be reported to
the nearest coastal state and for signatory nations to provide reception faCilities for ships to discharge 01ly and
other wastes in port
As well as conventions, the IMO has
Introduced a large number of resolu-

lions which are of an advisory nature
and are meant to form the bas1s for
national legislation.
The problem for the IMO is not the
adoptJon of new regulations but the
implementation and enforcement of
exJstJng laws. The IMO's mandatory
conventions have been subscnbed to
by nations responsible for 96 per cent
of the world's shipping which means,
Jn theory, that the standard of operations should be consistent across the
spectrum.
In practice, however, there is a Wlde
variation in standards. F1gures
produced by The Institute of London
Underwriters show that in 1993, the average loss ratio of the worst flag (Honduras) was 116 limes that of the best
(Germany).
"Accidents always bnng demands

for new legislation.· says Roger Kohn
head of information at the IMO. "But
more often than not an existing rule
has been broken. It is the responsibility of the shipowner who has skimped
on maintenance because he is in financial difficulties and above him the
authonties of the flag state who have
not carried out adequate inspections.
If countries want the prof1ts that accrue from having shipping registers,
they must undertake their obligations."
To counteract such deficiencies, the
IMO has set up a technical assistance programme aimed at upgrading standards in developing countries. The programme provides for
consultants and advisers to assist on
the spot and offers fellowships for
training. In 1983, the Wor1d Maritime
University was opened in Malmo,
Sweden to assist in the education of
port state officials. In 1993 the IMO issued new Guidelines for Flag State
Implementation to provide standard
procedures for verification and monitoring. But, despite its efforts, it has
no powers to compel governments to
carry out their duties more effectively.
SOLAS and MARPOL provide for
inspectors in ports of call to check
that vessels comply with international
standards and allow them to prevent

a vessel from putting to sea if they
don't. But again it has been found
that port state control is most effective in those countries which have the
most efficient flag state administrations.
IMO is particularly concerned
about the standard of training of
crews. Human error accounts for 60
per cent of all major claims and for 80
per cent of incidents reported to P&l
clubs. Training today is largely based
on a 1978 convention. This is being
updated under a special emergency
programme with the help of outside
consultants and it is hoped that
amendments can be adopted by next
year.
IMO is also concerned about the
standard of certification of crews.
Registries issue seamen with papers
indicating their skills competence.
But hitherto port inspectors have
checked only the papers and not the
skills. The IMO has introduced
amendments to SOLAS which mean
that as of this month port inspectors
will be able to check the ability of the
crew to carry out at least fire and lifeboat drills.
The IMO also agreed late last year
to make mandatory an International
Safety Management Code (see below
for details) and efforts are afoot to

have it incorporated as an additional
chapter in SOLAS. This process is
supposed to be completed by 1998.
In a radical departure from past
form the IMO has proposed abandoning so-called grandfather clauses
for tankers. Hitherto, safety measures introduced under IMO instruments have been applicable only to
new vessels, allowing older ships,
complying with an earlier standard
now considered unsatisfactory, to
continue operations without upgrading Amendments to the MARPOL
convention in 1993 made it mandatory for all tankers ordered after July 6,
1993 either to be fitted with a double
hull or another safety design recognised by the IMO and it has been proposed that from July 6, 1995, this requirement be extended to all tankers
once they reach the age of 25. This
would mean that any vessel built in
1970 or earlier would either have to
go through an expensive retrofit or be
scrapped.
The IMO is working on establiShing
an international data base on all ships
afloat which would mcorporate details
of latest surveys and inspections.
The information could then be sold to
insurers and charterers to g1ve them
an idea about the state of a vessel.

Classification societies
lassification societies are priVate,
C
technical companies which vet
new ship designs and inspect vessels
to assure that they are structurally
sound and issue the relevant certificates at the time of building. Through
detailed inspections every five years
and intermediate surveys every two
years, they are supposed to ensure
that vessels have been maintained to
the standards of their class.
A shipowner is supposed to report
to his classification society any significant damage to his vessel and flag
state inspectors are supposed to inspect and ensure that it has been put
right.
Shipowners claim that classification

Hellenic Register of
Shipping has classed
1,120 ocean-going vessels of4.5 mn grt and
3,450 yachts
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societies compete to secure the business to authorise new designs emerging from shipyards and that this
means that they are not always as rigorous as they should be in their assessment of new types of vessels.
The societies complain of disreputable owners who do not report deficiencies with the result that, when there is
a casualty, the classification society
gets blamed without having had the
opportun1ty to board the vessel to
check standards.
There are some 50 different classification societies around the world of
widely varying technical expertise and,
since owners pay for certification surveys, the less meticulous look to the

